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Daily periodic target-zone modulation in the model predictive control problem for 

artificial pancreas for type 1 diabetes applications 

Inventors/Citizenship: Francis J. Doyle III/US, Eyal Dassau/IL, Ravi L. Gondhalekar/US, all 
of Santa Barbara, CA 

Assignee: The Regents of University of California 

[001] This invention was made with government support under Grant Numbers 

DP3DK094331 and ROIDK085628 awarded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The 

government has certain rights in the invention.  

INTRODUCTION 

[002] Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (TlDM) is a metabolic autoimmune disease characterized 

by the destruction of the pancreas' beta cells, and results in the body being incapable of 

producing insulin, a hormone that serves at least two important functions. The first is to 

facilitate the absorption of glucose from the blood-stream into many types of cell. The second 

function is to participate, in conjunction with glucagon (insulin's antagonist), in the endocrine 

feedback loop that regulates the liver's release/removal of glucose into/from the blood-stream.  

Thus people with T1DM first require the delivery of insulin into their blood-stream from an 

external source in order to fuel their cells, and second tend to suffer great difficulty 

maintaining healthy blood-glucose levels. Hypoglycemia has very near-term consequences 

and may result in, e.g., dizziness or disorientation if mild, fits or unconsciousness if serious, 

and irreversible coma or death in severe cases. In contrast, a hyperglycemic state has few 

consequences if it is brief. However, a blood-glucose level that is high on average over long 

periods of time may result in a plethora of health problems, e.g., cardiovascular disease, 

kidney failure and retinal damage, possibly many years down the line.  

[003] The overall goal of this work is an artificial pancreas for the automated delivery of 

insulin to people with T1DM [1,2,3]. A crucial element of any fully automated artificial 

pancreas is a feedback control law that performs algorithmic insulin dosing that is effective 

and safe. A variety of such glycemia controllers have been proposed, e.g., based on Model 

Predictive Control (MPC) [4,5,6,7], proportional-integral-derivative control [8,9], and 

adaptive neural networks [10]. One advantage of MPC is the large degree of flexibility in 

formulating the control objective, and this flexibility was exploited in our development of 

glycemia controllers based on zone-MPC [5,6,11], whereby the blood-glucose levels are 
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controlled with respect to the inclusion within a safety-set, rather than to track a singular set

point. The reason this has proven effective in real-life operation of the controller is twofold.  

First, there is generally a significant plant-model mismatch due to the large inter- and intra

subject variability of humans' physiology. Second is that the feedback signals, an estimate of 

the blood-glucose level provided every 5 minutes by a continuous glucose monitor [12], 

suffers large errors and delays, both of which have time-varying properties and have proven 

difficult to model and correct for. The use of zone-MPC provides robustness against 

excessively responding to noise in the state estimate when the blood-glucose level is estimated 

to be within the safe zone. The work presented here is an innovative extension of the zone

MPC strategy presented in [5,6,11].  

[004] Rigorous testing of an artificial pancreas requires, first, operation of the controller for 

prolonged, all-day and multiday periods of time, and, second, to move trials from the clinic to 

an outpatient environment. A major concern is a nocturnal hypoglycemic event, and the 

motivation for this paper is to tackle this issue. While the subject is awake it is desirable to 

keep blood-glucose levels towards the lower end of the safe range, at the risk of a higher 

probability of experiencing a hypoglycemic event. The assumption is that the subject either 

will become aware of her/his state, or be made aware of it by a hypoglycemia alarm system, 

and correct appropriately. However, if subjects fail to notice their state or to perceive alarms, 

and therefore do not enforce corrective action, then the controller must strive to reduce the risk 

of hypoglycemia. The invention provides a zone-MPC law that strategically reduces the risk of 

hypoglycemia during the night - assumed to be the time of sleep. One innovation over the 

time-invariant zone-MPC strategy of [5,6,11] is that the invention is periodically time 

dependent w.r.t. the time of day. Specifically, during the night the blood-glucose target zone is 

raised, and the bound on the maximum insulin infusion rate is reduced, from the values 

employed during the day. The motivation for the former is to induce a rise of blood-glucose 

levels at night. The latter is enforced as a further safety mechanism and reduces the chance of 

controller induced hypoglycemia.  

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[005] The key component in a successful artificial pancreas system designed to maintain the 

blood glucose concentrations of people with type 1 diabetes mellitus within the euglycemic 

zone (80-140mg/dL) is the control algorithm, which automatically directs the delivery of 

insulin to be administered to a subject with type 1 diabetes. The controller must meet a variety 

of challenges, such as the inherent long time delays between subcutaneous sensing, 
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subcutaneous pump action, and the body's insulin-blood glucose dynamics, among others. Our 

artificial pancreas research group has designed and tested controllers that meet these 

challenges. However, clinical tests are limited in scope and length due to the risks of 

hypoglycemia during times of patient sleep. The present invention facilitates the testing and 

verification of glycemia controllers over prolonged, multi-day periods of time. The disclosed 

controllers achieve this safely by continuously modulating their control objective depending 

on the time of day. Specifically, the target blood glucose zone values during the night are 

higher than during the day, and there is a period of smooth transition between the daytime and 

nighttime. Furthermore, the insulin input constraints enforced by the controller are lower 

during the night than during the day. These characteristics permit elevated blood glucose 

levels during the night, and reduce the maximum amount of insulin deliverable by the artificial 

pancreas device while the patient is asleep. The risk of (controller induced) hypoglycemia 

during periods of sleep is thus reduced.  

[006] In one aspect the invention provides a controller for an artificial pancreas for 

automated insulin delivery to patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (Ti DM) that enforces safe 

insulin delivery throughout both day and night, wherein the controller employs zone model 

predictive control, whereby real-time optimization, based on a model of a human's insulin 

response, is utilized to regulate blood glucose levels to a safe zone, and time-dependent zones 

that smoothly modulate the controller correction based on the time of day, wherein the 

controller strategically strives to maintain an 80-140 mg/dL glucose zone during the day, a 

110-220 mg/dL zone at night, and a smooth transition of 2 hour duration in between.  

[007] In another aspect the invention provides a controller for an artificial pancreas that 

automatically directs the delivery of insulin to maintain blood glucose concentrations of 

people with type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) within the euglycemic zone (80-140mg/dL) 

using a control algorithm that continuously modulates the control objective depending on the 

time of day, wherein target blood glucose zone values during the night are higher than during 

the day, there is a period of smooth transition between the daytime and nighttime, and insulin 

input constraints enforced by the controller are lower during the night than during the day, 

wherein elevated blood glucose levels are permitted during the night, and the maximum 

amount of insulin deliverable by the artificial pancreas device while the patient is asleep is 

reduced, and risk of controller induced hypoglycemia during periods of sleep is thus reduced.  

[008] In another aspect the invention provides a periodic zone model predictive control 

(PZMPC) controller adapted for directing insulin, particularly from an artificial pancreas.  
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[009] The invention also provides corresponding algorithms for programming the subject 

controllers to effectively implement the disclosed control steps.  

[010] The invention also provides an artificial pancreas system or subsystem comprising a 

subject controller, which may comprise for example, the controller and a pump (e.g.  

subcutaneous).  

[011] The invention also provides a periodic zone model predictive control (PZMPC) 

scheme of an artificial pancreas (AP) for Type 1 diabetes applications comprising a control 

algorithm which directs a subject controller.  

[012] The invention also provides a method comprising directing and optionally, 

delivering, insulin delivery using a subject controller.  

[013] The invention includes controllers, algorithms and insulin directing systems 

essentially as described herein, and all combinations of the recited particular embodiments.  

All publications and patent applications cited in this specification are herein incorporated by 

reference as if each individual publication or patent application were specifically and 

individually indicated to be incorporated by reference. Although the foregoing invention has 

been described in some detail by way of illustration and example for purposes of clarity of 

understanding, it will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art in light of the 

teachings of this invention that certain changes and modifications may be made thereto 

without departing from the spirit or scope of the appended claims.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[014] Fig. 1. Daily periodic blood-glucose target zone boundaries.  

[015] Fig. 2. Daily periodic constraints on the insulin input rate UIN.  

[016] Fig. 3. Simulation result.  

[017] Fig. 4. Simulation result.  

[018] Fig. 5. Blood-glucose mean trajectories and min-max envelopes.  

[019] Fig. 6. CVGA plot for 100 in silico subjects and PZMPC.  

[020] Fig. S1. Process flow diagram of the real-time control protocol.  

[021] Fig. S2. Illustration of Zone MPC in the context of diabetes.  

[022] Fig. S3 Upper and lower boundary of periodic safe glucose zone: Nominal settings.  

DESCRIPTION OF PARTICULAR EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

[023] The invention provides an artificial pancreas for automated insulin delivery to 

patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus (TlDM). A crucial element of anyfully automated 
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artificial pancreas is a strategy to perform safe and effective insulin dosing, and we have 

successfully developed control algorithms that achieve this task. Rigomus testing requires 

first to operate controllers for multi-day periods, and second to move trials from clinics to an 

outpatient environment. The invention provides a fully automatic control strategy that 

enforces safe insulin delivery throughout both day and night.  

[024] The contrl strategy employs zone model predictive control, whereby real-time 

optimization, based on a model of a human's insulin response, is utilized to regulate blood 

glucose levels to a safe zone. One inventive aspect of our solution is the use of time

dependent zones that smoothly modulate the controller correction based on the time of day.  

Specifically. the controller strategically strives to maintain an 80-140 mg/dL glucose zone 

during the day, a 110-220 mg/dL zone at night, and a smooth transition of 2 hour duration in 

between.  

10251 Based on a test of 10 in silico adult subjects on a typical meal schedule, the subject 

controller administers on average 7.0% and 2.2% less insulin during the night than current 

fixed-zone controllers and basal-bolus therapy, respectively, and thereby alleviates the risk of 

nocturnal hypoglycemia. Furthermore, the controller produces excellent responses to 

unannounced meals, severe hyperglycemia and unannounced, self-administered insulin 

boluses.  

10261 The subject control strategy is a significant step towards safe and continuous 

evaluation of artificial pancreases on people with TIDM in an outpatient environment for 

prolonged periods of time.  

[027] 11. PERIODIC-ZONE MPC STRATEGY 

10281 In this section the disclosed Periodic-Zone Model Predictive Control (PZMPC) 

strategy is described in general engineering terms. The set ofreal numbers is denoted by R 

(IL strictly positive), the set of non-negative integers by N (N= N\{O)), and the set of 

consecutive non-negative integers (,., k) by Nk 

10291 A. Problem setting 

10301 We consider the discrete-time linear time-invariant (LTI) plant model 

xz = Az+BuS 

n -(a),(lb) 

10311 with discrete time-step index i c N, state xE R', input uER, and output ER. The 

disclosed PZMPC strategy is straightforwardly applicable to systems with non-scalar inputs 
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and outputs. We restrict the presentation to single-input single-output (SISO) systems, first 

for clarity of exposition, second because the insulin-glucose models employed in Sections III 

and IV are SISO systems.  

[0321 The control input u is required to satisfy 

[033] <i : U :6 (2) 

[034] where u , a E R denote time-dependent lower- and upper-bounds, respectively.  

The bounds h-, u6 are assumed known for all iE N. Eq. (2) is considered a hard constraint 

here.  

[035] It is desired that the output y satisfy 

y, y 9 (3) 

[0361 where y ,jE- R denote time-dependent lower- and upper-bounds of the output 

target-zone, respectively. The bounds y, , , are assumed known for all iE N. The output 

objective (3) is not employed as a hard constraint here; instead, it is treated as a soft 

constraint by appropriate cost penalization.  

[037] Letp E N+ denote a finite period length (i.e., corresponding to 24h for diurnal 

periodicity).  

[038] Assumption 1: For all i E N the following holds: 

A = U.+V = AJ 

[039] Assumptions 1 has no mathematical consequences here. It is made first because this 

is the case considered in the application of Sections III and IV, and second because it is the 

reason for naming the disclosed method Periodic-Zone MPC - it is not a more general 

periodic MPC strategy that happens to employ zones, like, e.g., [13].  

[040] B. Periodic-Zone MPC problem 

[041] For all iE N let the zone-excursion be denoted by 

zi := Z(YjyiA,9) 

[042] with zone-excursion function Z: Rx Rx R -> R: 

y-9 if y>9 

Z(y,5,9) = +y if y<y 

0 otherwise 
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[0431 We denote the prediction horizon by Pe N, the control horizon by NE Nf, and 

two weighting factors for the input u and zone-excursion z by R, Q E R,, respectively.  

The parameters N, P, R and Q are design parameters and assumed to be given (see Section 

III-D). The PZMPC strategy performs closed-loop control action of the plant by applying at 

each time step i the first control input of the predicted optimal control input trajectory given 

by the solution of Problem 2.  

[044] Problem 2: Determine 

P N-1 

(U0 ,...U_ 1) := argmin 2 Izk|f, + I l k|R (U a-i -o (4) 

[045] subject to 

X0 

xk+1 Ax,+Bu Vk eNP

y : CXk Vk eN 
uk := 0 Vk e NK-1 

z, :=Z(y k,53y,$,9) Yk eNi 

us+k Uk : U~+ Vk e NN-1. (5), (6) 

[046] The PZMPC state-feedback control law is denoted by 

'rkx) := u (x,).  

[047] Note that Problem 2 can be formulated as a quadratic program that is convex, 

although generally not strictly convex.  

[048] C. State-estimator 

[0491 A state-estimate is required to initialization the predicted state trajectory in (4). A 

Luenberger-observer is employed (see, e.g., [14]). The state-estimator is based on the same 

plant model (1) employed for prediction in Problem 2 and is implemented as 

x = (1,-LC)(Azi+Bu,_i)+Ly 

L =( R+ CPC )ICPAT 

F Q+ApAT -AFC (R+CFC CPAT 

[050] where ye R denotes the measured plant output, and weighting matrices Qe R" 

Q >- 0 and Re R, are design parameters and assumed to be given (see Section III-D).  

[0511 III. APPLICATION TO BLOOD-GLUCOSE REGULATION 
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[052] In this section the details of the model and control objective specific to blood-glucose 

regulation are introduced. The following units are employed: Deciliters (dL), grams (g), 

milligrams (mg), hours (h), minutes (min), and units of insulin (U).  

[0531 A. SISO LTI model of Eq. (1) 

[054] The SISO LTI model of [5] is employed, summarized as follows. The scalar plant 

input is the administered insulin rate uiN [U/h], and the scalar plant output is the subject's 

blood-glucose value yBG [mg/dL]. The plant is linearized around a (fictitious) steady-state, 

that is assumed to be achieved by applying the (subject-specific) basal input rate Ubasal [U/h], 

and is assumed to results in a steady-state blood-glucose output yss := 110 [mg/dL]. Let the 

scalar input and output of LTI model (1) be defined respectively as: 

y YBC-YSS.  

[055] The model is a discrete-time system with Ts = 5 [min] sample-period. Let Z-l denote 

the backwards shift operator. The transfer characteristics from u to y are described by 

Y (z) _ 1800Fc z-3 

U (z) uTI (1 -z-(1 -P2z- 2 

[056] with poles pi = 0.98 and p2= 0.965, a so-called safety-factor F := 1.5 (unitless) (this 

can be tuned to the subject, but is fixed to 1.5 in this example), the (subject-specific) total 

daily insulin amount umD1 e R, [U], and where the scalar constant 

c -0.05(1-pI)(1-p 2)2 Lmg-h 
dL_ 

[0571 is employed to set the correct gain and for unit conversion. The state-space 

representation is then (1) with n = 3 and 

PI+2 -2p -P 2-p2 

A 1 0 0 

0 1 0 

B = [1 0 0 ]T 

1800Fc [0 0 1].  
UTDI 

[058] B. Periodic daily blood-glucose target zone 

[059] The main novelty and contribution of the disclosed MPC strategy over [5,6,11], w.r.t.  

glycemia control, is the use of periodically time-dependent output target zones via (3).  

During the day, the zones are selected equal to those employed in [5,6,11]; y =80 [mg/dL], 
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y =140 [mg/dL]. This choice provides a good combination of the controller striving to 

maintain a blood-glucose level that is healthy semi-permanently, while not excessively 

responding to disturbances and sensor errors with a non-basal insulin delivery.  

[060] During the night the following bounds are selected: y =110 [mg/dL], 5' 220 

[mg/dL] (see Section III-D). Thus the target zone is both elevated and wider during the night 

than during the day. The elevated lower bound implies that the controller reduces the insulin 

input rate to below the basal rate at higher blood-glucose values during the night than during 

the day. The highly elevated upper bound implies that the controller administers an insulin 

input rate exceeding the basal rate only at blood-glucose levels that are high enough to pose a 

serious and near-term health risk. It furthermore implies that during the night the controller 

makes no attempt to lower any blood-glucose level less than 220 [mg/dL], even though a 

level of 220 [mg/dL] would pose a considerable health risk if maintained indefinitely. This 

trade-off appears, at present, to be necessary in order to reduce the likelihood of immediately 

life-threatening nocturnal hypoglycemic events.  

[061] The daytime zone is employed from 7am to 10pm, the nighttime zone from 12pm to 

5am, and there are two two-hour periods in between where the controller smoothly transitions 

the target zone bounds based on a cosine function. The target zone bounds are plotted over 

the course of one day in Fig. 1. The transition function is omitted as straightforward.  

[0621 C. Periodic daily insulin input constraints 

[063] As a further safeguard against insulin overdosing during sleep the disclosed MPC 

strategy enforces daily periodically time-dependent, hard, insulin input rate constraints via 

(2).  

[064] During daytime the input rate is bounded from above only by the pump's maximum 

achievable flow-rate, and is thus hardware dependent. Note that this maximum rate is 

unlikely to ever be commanded by the controller. During nighttime the input rate is limited 

from above to 1.5x the subject's basal rate (see Section III-D), and is subject-specific. The 

insulin input rate's lower bound is zero at all times. Daytime is from 5am to 10pm. All other 

times are nighttime - there is no transition period. Note that the start of day- and nighttimes 

coincides with the start of the output zones' transition periods. The insulin bounds are plotted 

over the course of one day in Fig. 2.  

[065] With sample-period T = 5 [min] the periodic bounds are defined by sequences 

,and / of period length p 24h/T, 288 Note that they are 
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known entirely at each time step i, and thus the output zone boundaries and input constraints 

employed in (5) and (6) are time-dependent w.r.t. the prediction time step k.  

[066] D. Parameter choices 

[067] PZMPC Problem 2 is implemented employing control horizon N = 5, prediction 

horizon P = 9, and weighting matrices R = 15 and Q = 1. The Luenberger-observer of Section 

II-C is implemented using R = 1 and Q = 1000 In. These choices give good performance over 

the spectrum of in silico subjects of the Uni. Padova/UVa Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) accepted metabolic simulator [15].  

[068] Note that the choices of zone boundaries, and input constraints during the night, are 

subject to adjustment depending on the results of clinical trials.  

[069] IV. IN SILICO EXPERIMENT 

[070] The disclosed PZMPC strategy is tested using the Uni. Padova/UVa FDA accepted 

metabolic simulator [15] with 100 in silico adult subjects. The PZMPC strategy is compared 

to two alternative control strategies. The first alternative is the zone-MPC strategy described 

in [5,6] employing the same blood-glucose target zone (equal to the PZMPC daytime zone) at 

all times of day. This strategy is referred to here as invariant-zone MPC. The second 

alternative employs the invariant-zone MPC strategy only during the day (5am-iOpm), and 

delivers the subject-specific basal insulin input rate during the night (1Opm-5am). This 

strategy is referred to as the nighttime-basal strategy. The purpose of the experiment is to 

demonstrate increased safety margins during the night when using the disclosed PZMPC 

algorithm.  

[071] A. Simulation scenario 

[072] The simulations start at 1pm and end at 6pm the following day (simulated time). The 

controllers operate in closed-loop from 4pm on the first day until the end of the simulation. A 

50g dinner, 40g breakfast and 15g snack is provided at 6pm, 7am (next day) and 2pm (next 

day), respectively. Meal weights refer to carbohydrates. Results prior to 6pm on the first day 

are ignored to reduce the effects of initial conditions.  

[073] B. The typical case 

[074] The simulation result for an in silico subject that displays very typical behavior is 

depicted in Fig. 3. The main response difference, as desired and expected, is an elevated 

blood-glucose level during the night when using PZMPC. This is achieved by imposing a 

prolonged reduction in insulin input rate during the transition from daytime zone to nighttime 

zone starting at about 10pm. The three control strategies produce the same output response 
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until shortly before 11pm, and a very similar output response after about 9am (next day). All 

three control strategies produce the same input response until shortly prior to 10pm, and a 

very similar input response after 8am (next day). Note that the PZMPC strategy delivers more 

insulin in response to the 7am breakfast than the other two strategies. Some statistics are 

tabulated in Table I. To summarize, the PZMPC, invariant-zone MPC and nighttime-basal 

strategies are ordered here according to increasing insulin delivery, and decreasing average 

blood-glucose levels, both for the whole day and only nighttime.  

[075] C. 100 in silico subjects 

[076] Plotted in Fig. 5 are the trajectories of mean blood-glucose values over all 100 in 

silico subjects. The three control strategies produce very similar mean responses until 

midnight and after 9am, with the PZMPC, invariant-zone MPC and nighttime-basal strategies 

producing successively lower mean glucose responses during the night and early morning.  

[077] Also plotted in Fig. 5 are the min-max envelopes of the blood-glucose responses for 

the three contrasted control strategies. Again, before midnight and after about 9am the 

envelopes are very similar. However, the PZMPC, invariant-zone MPC and nighttime-basal 

strategies result in significantly different nighttime envelope boundaries. Of particular 

interest for the purpose of increased safety margins is that with the PZMPC approach the 

nighttime lower-bound of the envelope spends much time near (partly above) 100 mg/dL.  

[078] Statistics on the average, over 100 in silico subjects, insulin delivery and blood

glucose values are tabulated in Table I. The summary conclusion is the same as that stated in 

Section IV-B for the typical subject response of Fig. 3.  

[079] The ratio of mean blood-glucose level achieved with invariant-zone MPC vs. the 

mean blood-glucose level achieved with PZMPC is less than unity for each in silico subject, 

both for the whole day and only nighttime. The ratio of total insulin delivery with invariant

zone MPC vs. the total insulin delivery with PZMPC is greater than unity for each in silico 

subject during the night, and greater than unity for all except one in silico subject for the 

whole day. The one exception is described in more detail in Section IV-D.  

[080] The CVGA [16] results for the three compared control strategies are very similar 

because the strategies only differ for a few hours a day. The CVGA plot for the PZMPC case 

is depicted in Fig. 6, and the CVGA statistics for all three strategies are tabulated in Table II.  

[081] D. An atypical case 

[082] With one in silico subject the total amount of insulin over the whole day, when using 

PZMPC, exceeded the total amount of insulin delivered by the invariant-zone MPC strategy.  

The three control strategies' responses are plotted in Fig. 4. The blood-glucose responses are 
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significantly different after about midnight, with very elevated bloodglucose levels resulting 

from the use of PZMPC. The reason why PZMPC results in a higher total insulin delivery is 

due to the high input rates commanded from shortly before 5am until 7am, when the 

nighttime zone ([110,220] mg/dL) transitions to the daytime zone ([80,140] mg/dL).  

[083] The behavior is a statistical exception, but not surprising, and conforms to the 

response that can be expected from the PZMPC controller. One of the purposes of the Uni.  

Padova/UVa simulator is to facilitate the testing of glycemia controllers on virtual patients 

that have physiological parameters over a wide spectrum.  

[084] E. Other scenarios 

[085] The disclosed PZMPC strategy was tested via simulations in other scenarios, and it 

demonstrated excellent responses to unannounced meals, severe hypoglycemia, and 

unannounced, self-administered insulin boluses.  

[0861 V. CONCLUSION 

[087] An MPC strategy employing daily periodic blood-glucose target zones and daily 

periodic insulin input constraints is provided to safely operate glycemia controllers for 

prolonged, multi-day periods, including times that the subject is asleep. This control strategy 

is useful for the testing, verification and operation of an artificial pancreas for the treatment 

of TlDM. In silico testing confirmed that the strategy achieves the goal of reducing the threat 

of hypoglycemia during nighttime. More advanced periodic MPC schemes are also provided; 

for example, the inclusion of diurnal physiological time-dependence in the insulin-glucose 

dynamics, and the incorporation of time-dependent changes in subject behavior over a typical 

week.  
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[0105] TABLE I. RATIO OF SUMMED INSULIN DELIVERY AND AVERAGE 
BLOOD-GLUCOSE LEVELS USING INVARIANT-ZONE MPC AND NIGHTTIME
BASAL VS. THOSE OF PZMPC. WHOLE DAY: 6PM-6PM. NIGHTTIME: 10PM-5AM.  

Control strategy Insulin delivery Blood-glucose levels 

All day Nighttime All day Nighttime 

PZMPC :=1 :=1 :=1 :=1 

Subject of Fig. 3 

Invariant-zone MPC 1.027 1.151 0.938 0.831 

Nighttime-basal 1.047 1.262 0.905 0.730 

Subject of Fig. 4 

Invariant-zone MPC 0.993 1.217 0.968 0.761 

Nighttime-basal 1.019 1.685 0.825 0.537 

100 subject mean 

Invariant-zone MPC 1.020 1.148 0.961 0.909 

Nighttime-basal 1.027 1.207 0.946 0.868 

[0106] TABLE II. CVGA STATISTICS FOR 100 IN SILICO SUBJECTS 

Control strategy CVGA zone inclusion [%] 

A B C D E 

PZMPC 15 71 3 11 0 

Invariant-zone MPC 13 73 2 12 0 

Nighttime-basal 13 71 5 11 0 

[0107] FIGURES 
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[0108] Fig. 1. Daily periodic blood-glucose (yBG) target zone boundaries [mg/dL]. Daytime: 

7am-1Opm. Nighttime: 12pm-5am. Daytime zone: [80; 140] mg/dL. Nighttime zone: [110; 

220] mg/dL. Smooth transition of two hour duration (5-7am, 10-12pm) based on cosine 

function.  

[0109] Fig. 2. Daily periodic constraints on the insulin input rate UIN [U/h]. Daytime: 5am

10pm. Nighttime: 1Opm-5am. Daytime upper-bound is pump-maximum: Hardware 

dependent. Nighttime upper-bound is 1:5 Ubasal : Subject-specific. Lower-bound is 0 [U/h] at 

all times.  

[0110] Fig. 3. Simulation result. Top plot is blood-glucose [mg/dL]: PZMPC (blue, solid), 

invariant-zone MPC (red, dashed), nighttime-basal (black, dash-dotted). Lower three plots are 

insulin input rate [U/h]: PZMPC (blue, top), invariant-zone MPC (red, middle), nighttime

basal (black, bottom). This in silico subject results in trajectories with typical characteristics.  

[0111] Fig. 4. Simulation result. Top plot is blood-glucose [mg/dL]: PZMPC (blue, solid), 

invariant-zone MPC (red, dashed), nighttime-basal (black, dash-dotted). Lower three plots are 

insulin input rate [U/h]: PZMPC (blue, top), invariant-zone MPC (red, middle), nighttime

basal (black, bottom). This in silico subject resulted in atypically large deviations between the 

contrasted control laws. PZMPC resulted in more total insulin delivery than invariant-zone 

MPC and nighttime-basal strategies.  

[0112] Fig. 5. Blood-glucose (yBG [mg/dL]) mean trajectories and min-max envelopes over 

100 in silico subjects. Mean trajectories identical on each subplot: PZMPC (blue, solid), 

invariant-zone MPC (red, dashed), nighttime-basal (black, dash-dotted). Envelopes: PZMPC 

(top), invariant-zone MPC (middle), nighttime-basal (bottom).  

[0113] Fig. 6. CVGA plot for 100 in silico subjects and PZMPC (see also Table II).  

[0114] VI. ALGORITHM - SUPPLEMENTAL DETAILS 

[0115] This example describes a modification to our Zone MPC algorithm, and facilitates 

operating Zone MPC glycemia controllers in fully closed-loop mode for extended, multi-day 

periods of time. Operating glycemia controllers for extended periods of time is indispensable 

for the development, testing and verification of an artificial pancreas that is fully automated 

and requires no specialist supervision.  

[0116] Controller overview: Glucose feedback for glycemia control 

[0117] The control strategy employed is a feedback-control strategy, where measurements of 

blood glucose values are used by the controller in order to determine a value of the insulin 
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input that is applied to the subject. An outline of the real-time control protocol is shown in 

Fig. Si. This example refers in its entirety to the operation "Control Action Calculated".  

[0118] The control strategy is formulated in a discrete-time setting, with a sample period T, 

= 5 min. The integer variable k denotes the current discrete-time step index, such that at 

discrete-time step k the actual continuous-time t is given by t = kT since controller 

initialization.  

[0119] Model Predictive Control (MPC) 

[0120] The control algorithm is a so-called Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm.  

MPC employs an explicit model of the process to be controlled when optimizing the input.  

Specifically, MPC controllers for glycemia control use a model of a human's T1DM glucose

insulin dynamics to predict the evolution of the blood glucose values over a so-called 

prediction horizon of P controller steps, and optimize a predicted insulin input trajectory in 

order to optimize a specified cost objective that penalizes unsafe glycemic values and also 

insulin usage. Thus at each step k the MPC controller determines an optimal predicted insulin 

input trajectory into the future. However, only the first insulin input of the optimal trajectory 

is applied to the subject, and at the next step k + 1 the optimization process is repeated.  

[0121] MPC is based on real-time numerical optimization, and this allows for a large degree 

of flexibility when defining the control objective. For example, constraints can be 

incorporated explicitly into the optimization routine. In glycemia control, constraints on the 

input ensure that insulin delivery rates are constrained between prescribed minimum and 

maximum values.  

[0122] Zone MPC 

[0123] Another mechanism of exploiting the flexibility of MPC is to consider Zone MPC. In 

Zone MPC for glycemia control the controller strives to maintain a blood glucose level that is 

within a safe zone, rather than controlling the blood glucose level to a specific set point. Zone 

MPC is applied when a specific set point value of a controlled variable (CV) is of low 

relevance compared to a zone that is defined by upper and lower boundaries. Moreover, in 

the presence of glucose measurement noise and plant/model mismatches there is no practical 

value using a fixed set point for closed-loop blood glucose regulation. The Zone MPC 

strategy of this work is implemented by defining upper and lower bounds (see Fig. S2) as soft 

constraints and optimizing the insulin input computation by penalizing, by means of an 

appropriate cost function, the deviations of predicted blood glucose levels beyond the zone.  

[0124] Fig. S2 illustrates the three zones defined in the Zone MPC, from top to bottom: 

Undesirably high glycemia value zone, controller target zone, and undesirably low glycemia 
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value zone. The green dots in Fig. S2 indicate predicted glycemic values that are in the 

desired range. The upper zone represents undesirably high predicted glycemic values that are 

represented by orange dots. The lower zone represents undesirably low predicted glycemic 

values, symbolized by red dots. The zone below the lower bound represents either a 

hypoglycemic zone, or a pre-hypoglycemic protective area that is a low alarm zone.  

[0125] Periodic Zones 

[0126] The first of three significant changes from IDE GI 10093 is that Zone MPC is 

performed employing periodically time-dependent zones, where the periodic time

dependence is with respect to the time of day. The purpose of this is to let the controller 

maintain safe glucose zones during the night that are different from the safe glucose zones 

maintained during the day, and to facilitate a smooth transition between the night and day 

zones. Specifically, it is desired that during the night a higher safe zone be maintained than 

during the day, in order to reduce the likelihood of (controller induced) hypoglycemic events 

during sleep. A smooth transition between night and day zones is achieved by smoothly 

shifting the zone boundaries according to a cosine function.  

[0127] Periodic Input Constraints 

[0128] The second of three significant changes from IDE G110093 is that the online 

optimization of the insulin input, performed as part of the Zone MPC routine, is performed 

with respect to hard constraints that are periodically time-dependent. The periodic time

dependence is again based on the time of day. Under the disclosed scheme the upper limit of 

insulin input during the day is higher than the upper limit imposed during the night.  

Specifically, during the day the maximum insulin input is the maximum insulin amount 

deliverable by the pump, and is hardware dependent. This is the same as in the Zone MPC 

algorithm described in the aforementioned references. However, during the night the 

maximum insulin input is a small amount higher than the basal infusion rate, and is patient 

dependent. The amount by which the upper limit is higher than a patient's basal rate is a 

design parameter (0, see Table S2). The purpose of having such time-dependent insulin input 

constraints is again to reduce the possibility of over-delivery of insulin while a patient is 

asleep. While appropriate choices of the safe zone definitions during the night and day should 

result in a controller giving near-basal insulin inputs, the night-time input constraint, enforced 

explicitly within the input optimization, acts as a further safety mechanism, preventing the 

administration of excessive insulin.  

[0129] MPC is a State-Feedback Strategy 
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[0130] The third of three significant changes from IDE G110093 is an improved mechanism 

of computing the state-estimator gain. MPC is a state-feedback control strategy. This means 

that at each time step k that the controller is invoked, the controller's internal model must be 

initialized to the most appropriate state, such that glucose predictions correspond as closely as 

possible to reality. In the case of glycemia control an appropriate state is not directly 

measurable. Therefore a state-estimator is employed to estimate the most appropriate state 

from the available blood glucose measurements.  

[0131] The state-estimator employed is a linear-estimator (sometimes referred to as a 

Luenberger-observer) and has a gain as a tuning parameter. There are various ways a suitable 

gain can be computed, and in this supplement a change to the method of gain computation is 

described. This method brings the gain-computation in-line with modern system-theoretic 

methodologies.  

[0132] Periodic-Zone MPC 

[0133] Overall the disclosed control mechanism is referred to as Periodic-Zone Model 

Predictive Control (PZMPC).  

[0134] PZMPC Algorithm Parameters 

[0135] The variables and fixed parameters of the PZMPC algorithm are listed in Table Si.  

Changes from IDE G 110093 are summarized in the right-most column.  

[0136] Table SJ.Notation guide and parameter list for Zone MPC. P.S. = patient specific.  

Symbol Value Unit Interpretation Change status 
k -- Sample index No change 

Time of day corresponding to the discrete New. Employed to 
T(k) -min time index k. get time from step 

number in Eq. (7).  
T, 5 min Sampling period No change 
ID (k) -- U/h Insulin delivery rate at sample k No change 
basal(k) [P.S.] U/h Basal insulin delivery rate at sample k No change 
TDI [P.S.] U Total Daily Insulin No change 

I(k) -- U/h Deviation insulin delivery rate at sample k No change 
[equal to ID - basal(k))] 

G(k) -- mg/dL CGM measurement at sample k No change 
G'(k) -- mg/dL Deviation of G(k) from 110 mg/dL No change 
Im(k -- U/h Mapped insulin delivery rate at sample k No change 

C 1.225 h Conversion factor depends on the unit of No change 
-10-6 the input.  

Control horizon: Number of predicted 
M 5 unitless insulin delivery rates optimized by MPC No change 

routine 

Prediction horizon: Length of predicted Shortened from 100 

P 9 unitless blood glucose trajectory used in (45 min) due to lack 

optimization by MPC routine prediction quality 
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Q 1 ( dL\ Weighting factor for the glucose term in No change 
kmg) the cost function 

J(k) -- unitless MPC cost function No change 
Model predictions of glucose optimized in 

G zone -- mg/dL the MPC that are zero when within the No change 
glucose zone and non-zero when outside 
the glucose zone 

I (k) [0 0 0 0 0] U/h Initial guess for ID'(k) used in the No change 
optimization of the cost function 

K. 1800/TDI mg - U Individual gain based on correction factor No change 
dL using 1800 rule.  

Maximum number of function evaluations 
Max_f 500 unitless allowed in the optimization of the cost No change 

function 

Max i 400 unitless Maximum number of iterations allowed in No change 
the optimization of the cost function 

Termcost 106 unitless Threshold for the termination of the cost No change 
function 

Termtol 10-6 unitless Threshold for the termination tolerance in No change 
the cost function 

Formerly fixed at 

Lower limit of the safe glucose zone as a 80. Now 
GZL(t -- mg/dL function of the time of day t in minutes. periodically timeng 

to Eq. (4).  
Formerly fixed at 

Upper limit of the safe glucose zone as a 140. Now 
GZH (t) -- mg/dL function of the time of day t in minutes. dependent aco riding 

to Eq. (3).  
IH (t) -- U/h Upper-bound on the insulin infusion rate New. See Eq. (5).  

Ip based on the time of day t in minutes.  
Safety factor to limit controller Formerly in the 
aggressiveness. A value of one suggest range 1.25-2.0. New 
perfect estimation of the subject's value is fixed 

F 1.5 unitless correction factor based on the 1800 rule, because the Q:R 
any value greater than one provides a more ratio is a more 
conservative control which will help in effective tuning 
avoiding hypoglycemia variable than F.  

Q 1000 unitless State estimator error weighting matrix New. See Eq. (6).  
1 unitless State estimator weighting matrix New. See Eq. (6).  

New. Same as 

VUD 140 mg/dL Daytime safe glucose zone upper bound. former fixed GZH.  
See Eq. (3).  
New. Same as 

VLD 80 mg/dL Daytime safe glucose zone lower bound. former fixed GZL.  
See Eq. (4).  

Maximum insulin infusion rate achievable 

Ipump -- U/h by the particular pump employed: Usually New. See Eq. (5).  
120 
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[0137] The adjustable parameters used in the PZMPC algorithm are listed in Table S2.  

These parameters are adjustable in the sense that they may be adjusted, within the ranges 

listed in Table S2, between clinical trials. However, they remain constant throughout any one 

trial. Changes from IDE G 110093 are summarized in the right-most column.  

[0138] Table S2. Notation guide for the adjustable parameters in the Zone MPC.  

Symbol Min Nominal Max Unit Interpretation Change status 
Value Value Value 

R 12 15 50 h 2  Weighting factor for the Formerly fixed at 

(u) insulin term in the cost 50.  
function 

Tz1  240 300 360 min End of nighttime, start of New. See Eqs. (3), 
transition to daytime. (4), (5).  

Tzz 360 420 480 min Start of daytime, end of New. See Eqs. (3), 
transition from nighttime. (4).  

Tz3 1260 1320 1380 min End of daytime, start of New. See Eqs. (3), 
transition to nighttime. (4), (5).  

Tz4 1380 1440 1500 min Start of nighttime, end of New. See Eqs. (3), 
transition from daytime. (4).  

VUN 140 220 280 mg/dL Nighttime safe glucose New. See Eq. (3).  
zone upper bound.  

VLN 80 110 140 mg/dL Nighttime safe glucose New. See Eq. (4).  
zone lower bound.  

0 0 0.5 1 unitless Multiplier on basal infusion New. See Eq. (5).  
rate, employed as upper
bound during nighttime.  

[0139] The unit of minutes for Tz1 , Tz2 , Tz 3 , and Tz4 refers to the number of minutes since 

midnight. Note that the time parameters must be strictly monotonically increasing, i.e., Tz1 < 

Tz2 < Tz 3 < Tz4.Note further that a time parameter exceeding one day (24h - 60min/h = 

1440min) is allowed. However, it must hold that Tz4 - Tz1 < 1440 min, i.e., the start of 

nighttime must be strictly less than one day after the end of nighttime.  

[0140] Detailed Description of Periodic-Zone MPC: Model implementation 

[0141] We consider the following transfer function from insulin rate to glucose deviation: 

Y(z) = (z = FKiC 3 

Y Iz = FZ) (1-o.98z-1)(1-o.96sz-1)2

[0142] Converting the above to a state space model yields 

x[k +1] = Ax[k]+ BI [k] (1) 

G'[k] = Cx[k] + DI [k] (2) 

where, 
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Sx1 [k] 
x[k] = x2[k] 

x3 [k]J 

2.91 -2.8226 0.9126 
A 1 0 0 

.0 1 0 .  
1 

B = 0 
.0.  

C = [0 0 -FKiC] 

D =0 

and: 

G' is the glucose concentration output (G) deviation variable (mg/dL), i.e., G' G 

110mg/dL, 

is the insulin infusion rate input (ID) deviation variable (U/h), i.e., ID - basal 

U/h, 

C is the conversion factor and depends on the unit of the insulin infusion rate, i.e., 

1.225 - 10' for the insulin infusion rate in (U/h), 

FS is a safety factor, 

Ki is an individualized gain based on the correction factor using the 1800 rule: 

Ki: = 1800 mg-U 

Total Daily Insulin dL 

[0143] Changes made to the model implementation from IDE G110093 are tabulated below.  

In summary, the state-space realization of the transfer function was changed from observer 

canonical form to the controller canonical form.  

Variable Previous value Current value 

G'[k] x1[k] 

x[k] Im [k] X2 [k] 

Im[k - 1]1 X3[k] 

-0.98 -FKiC 0 2.91 -2.8226 0.91261 
A [0 1.9300 -0.9312 1 0 0 

0 1 00 . 0 1 0 .0 

B 1 0 

C [1 0 0] [0 0 -FKiC] 

[0144] Periodic safe glucose zone definition 

[0145] The periodic safe glucose zone definitions are as follows: 
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vU -v VU t-TZ V U± VUN VUDcs 71 UD UN if TZ t<TZ2 
2 TZ2-TZ1) 2 

GZ (t) VUD Z2 Z3 

VUD UN Z3J _ t_ UD UN f T Z4 
2 TZ4-TZ3 2 

VUN otherwise 

VLN VLD tTZ1 LD + VLN Z Z2 
2 TZ2-TZ2) 2 

GZL(t):= VLD if Z2 t TZ3(4 

VLD LNCos Z3 LD LN if Z3 t <TZ4 
2 TZ4-TZ3 2 

VLN otherwise 

[0146] The specific example of zone when employing the nominal settings tabulated in 

Table S2 is plotted in Fig. 3S.  

[0147] The input constraint is as follows: 

FI if TZ1 t<T 
IH(t) := pump Z3 (5) 

O -basal otherwise 

[0148] Note that the change in night and day mode for the insulin input constraint occurs at 

the start of the transition of the safe glucose zone from night to/from day mode.  

[0149] Note further that the variable I denotes the offset of the actual infusion rate to the 

basal infusion rate. Thus, to enforce that the actual infusion rate is constrained to be, e.g., 1.5 

times the basal infusion rate, one must employ 0 = 0.5.  

[0150] State Estimator Gain Computation 

[01511 Let f(k) E R3 denote the state of the state-estimator. Then, the estimator state is 

updated according to 

. (k+1) = Ai(k)+ BI (k)+ Le(k) 

where L E R3 denotes the estimator gain, and e(k) := y(k) - Cx(k) E R denotes the 

estimation error.  

[0152] The gain L must be chosen such that p(A - LC) < 1, where p( denotes the spectral 

radius. A straightforward method to determine a suitable L is by solving a Riccati equation, 

as follows: 

[0153] Let A: = AT,f:= -CT, where ATis the transpose of A. Let QeR 3 and ReR, be design 

parameters that must be positive semi-definite, and positive definite, respectively. Let P 

satisfy the discrete-time Riccati equation 
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p= 27Tp TP A( + TPh)l hTpj. (6) 

[0154] Finally: 

L := KT 

K:=-(h + R TP)TPA.  

[0155] The following is a sample calculation of state estimator gain. Subject 1 of the UVA 

Padova has the following: 

A 2.91 -2.8226 0.9126] 
.0 1 0 .  

C = [0 0 -8.8474 - 10-5].  
[0156] Let: 

1000 0 0 
O= 0 1000 0 

.0 0 1000.  

i= 1.  
[0157] The Then, solve for P in the Riccati equation, 

7.7609 6.7129 5.71851 
P =16.7129 5.8545 5.0345 - 0.  

.5.7185 5.0345 4.3769] 
[0158] L is given as 

F -4233.77 

L = -3768.3 

-3317.6] 

[0159] We verify the convergence of the state estimator by making sure that p(A - LC) < 

1.  

2.91 -2.8226 0.5380 7 
A-LC= 1 0 -0.3334 

0 1 -0.2935] 
[0160] The three Eigenvalues are of A - LCare: 

A1  = 0.8954 + 0.1466i 

2  = 0.8954 - 0.1466i 
/3  = 0.8257.  

[0161] It holds that | 1  = | 2 | = 0.9073 and I 3| = 0.8257. Thus p(A - LC) = 0.9073 < 

1 and we conclude that the determined value of L is suitable.  

[0162] Changes made to the model implementation from IDE G110093 are tabulated below.  

In summary, the feedback gain is changed because the state estimator is changed from the 

ARX state estimator to the Luenberger state estimator.  

Variable Previous value Current value 
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'1 -2331 L 0~ -3768 
[0163] PZMPC law 

[0164] The Zone MPC cost function J(I) used in the present work is defined as 

P M-1 

+j1)112 + R II(k +j-)11 2 J(lI ) Q - J|G zone (k +j|2+ R - |ID~ j| 
j=1 j=0 

where Q and R are constant optimization weights on the predicted outputs and the future 

proposed inputs, respectively.  

[0165] The zone-cost function is defined as follows: 

! G(k+j)-GZH(r(k+j)) if G(k+j)>GZH(T(k j)) 

Gz"(k+j)= GZL((k+j))-G(k+j) if G(k+j)<GZL(z-(k j)) (7) 

0 otherwise 

[0166] In PZMPC the cost function J(I1) is minimized subject to input constraints 

-basal(k + j)! I' I(k + j): IH W ''' 

and furthermore subject to the prediction dynamics described in Eqs. (1) and (2).  

[0167] Optimization algorithm 

[0168] MATLAB's function 'fmincon.m' ("trust-region-reflective" algorithm) is used to 

solve the optimization problem (i.e., the minimization of the cost function J(I)). The 

following parameters are used for each optimization: 

* Initial guess for the insulin delivery rates, ID(0), is the null vector, 0 E RM e.g., if M= 
5 the initial guess for each optimization is ID = [0 0 0 0 0]. This implies that the initial 
guess is equivalent to the basal rate.  

* Maximum number of function evaluations allowed is Max_f = 100M, where M is 
control horizon.  

* Maximum number of iterations is Maxi = 400, which is fixed.  

* Termination on the cost function values Term_cost = 10-6, which is fixed.  

* Termination tolerance Termtol on the manipulated variables ID is 10-6.  

[0169] Real-time control algorithm implementation 

[0170] Once the controller is initialized and switched on, real-time calculations take place 

every five minutes, corresponding to the sample-period of the glucose sensor. Initialization 
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corresponds to gathering enough information about glucose measurements and insulin 

delivery rates in order to determine a reliable state estimate to initialize the prediction.  

[0171] Controller parameters 

[0172] Although the values of parameters M and P have significant effects on the controller 

performance, and are normally used to tune an MPC based controller, they can be 

heuristically tuned based on knowledge of the system. We use the nominal values of M= 5 

and P = 9, which have been heuristically tuned.  

[0173] The ratio of the output error weighting matrix (Q) and the input change weighting 

matrix (R) may be varied between: 

R 
12 < -< 50.  

[0174] We use the nominal value of 15.  

[0175] For the state estimator, the larger Q matrix resulted in faster convergence of the state 

estimate. However, an excessive value, e.g., Q = 10000 - I, resulted in instability of two 

subjects (subject 52 and 94), possibly due to the subject/model mismatch that is exacerbated 

by the high estimator. Thus, a useful value of Q matrix is determined to be between 1000 - I 

and 5000 - I.  

[0176] Reference to cited material or information contained in the text should not be 

understood as a concession that the material or information was part of the common general 

knowledge or was known in Australia or any other country.  

[0177] Each document, reference, patent application or patent cited in this text is expressly 

incorporated herein in their entirety by reference, which means that it should be read and 

considered by the reader as part of this text. That the document, reference, patent application, 

or patent cited in this text is not repeated in this text is merely for reasons for conciseness.  

[0178] Throughout the specification and claims, unless the context requires otherwise, the 

word "comprise" or variations such as "comprises" or "comprising", will be understood to 

imply the inclusion of a stated integer or group of integers but not the exclusion of any other 

integer or group of integers.  
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 

1. A controller for an artificial pancreas for automated insulin delivery to a patient with type 

1 diabetes mellitus (TlDM) that enforces safe insulin delivery throughout both day and night, 

wherein the controller employs periodic zone model predictive control, whereby real-time 

optimization based on a model of a human's insulin response is utilized to regulate blood 

glucose levels to a safe zone, and time-dependent zones smoothly modulate the controller 

correction based on the time of day, characterized in that the controller strategically strives to 

maintain an 80-140 mg/dL glucose zone during the day, a 110-220 mg/dL zone at night, and 

a smooth transition in between.  

2. The controller of claim 1 wherein insulin input constraints enforced by the controller are 

lower during the night than during the day, wherein elevated blood glucose levels are 

permitted during the night, and the maximum amount of insulin deliverable by the artificial 

pancreas device while the patient is asleep is reduced, and risk of controller induced 

hypoglycemia during periods of sleep is thus reduced.  

3. An artificial pancreas system or subsystem comprising a controller of claim 1 or 2 and an 

insulin pump, wherein the controller directs delivery of insulin by the pump.  

4. A periodic zone model predictive control (PZMPC) scheme of an artificial pancreas (AP) 

for Type 1 diabetes applications comprising a control algorithm which directs the controller 

of claim 1 or 2.  

5. Insulin for use in a method for treating type 1 diabetes mellitus in a patient, the method 

comprising directing insulin delivery to a patient with type 1 diabetes mellitus (TlDM) using 

the controller of claim 1, wherein safe insulin delivery is enforced throughout both day and 

night, employing zone model predictive control, whereby real-time optimization based on a 

model of a human's insulin response is utilized to regulate blood glucose levels to a safe 

zone, and time-dependent zones smoothly modulate the controller correction based on the 

time of day, characterized in that the controller strategically strives to maintain an 80-140 

mg/dL glucose zone during the day, a 110-220 mg/dL zone at night, and a smooth transition 

in between.  
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6. Insulin for use in a method for treating type 1 diabetes mellitus in a patient, the method 

comprising directing insulin delivery to a patient with type 1 diabetes mellitus (TlDM) using 

the controller of claim 2, wherein blood glucose concentrations of the patient is maintained 

within the euglycemic zone (80-140mg/dL) using a control algorithm that continuously 

modulates control objective depending on the time of day, wherein target blood glucose zone 

values during the night are higher than during the day, there is a period of smooth transition 

between the daytime and nighttime, and insulin input constraints enforced by the controller 

are lower during the night than during the day, wherein elevated blood glucose levels are 

permitted during the night, and the maximum amount of insulin deliverable by the artificial 

pancreas device while the patient is asleep is reduced, and risk of controller induced 

hypoglycemia during periods of sleep is thus reduced.  

7. The insulin for use according to claim 5 or 6, the method further comprising the step of 

delivering the insulin to the person.  

8. The controller according to claim 1 or the insulin for use according to claim 5, wherein the 

smooth transition is of 2-hour duration.  
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